PROSPECTUS

EDUCATION IS THE MOST POWERFUL
TOOL TO CHANGE THE WORLD

Vision

Mission

To serve our beneficiaries excellently
& to the expectations.

Empowering learners for learning beyond a routine curriculum & instill in
students’ self-confidence, holistic development & values of hard work to become
global leaders.
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Doon Public School, Hathras, established in the year 2016, which spreads its fragrance in the historic town of Hathras
is nested in a pollution free campus over 6 acres on Agra Road, Hathras.
The Campus confines well - lit airy AC classrooms, courtyard for indoor games and beautiful landscape lawns &
playgrounds. Apart from the basic necessities which are kept clear and hygienic all the times, there are Science composite
lab, Math lab, Computer lab, well equipped Language lab and AV rooms to enable students to refine their listening and
speaking skills.
Doon Public School is a co-educational CBSE Affiliated School. The school combines the very best in educational practices,
powered and propelled by a philosophy of education that is eclectic and yet truly modern. It creates an atmosphere that is
ideal for students to learn, explore and grow in perfect harmony with nature. The academic and co-curricular zones are
purpose-built with state-of-the-art infrastructure.
We understand the tremendous impact that the teachers have on children's growth and development. To provide our
students with a conducive environment for learning and exploring, our teaching community comprises of competent team
of educators with extensive practical experience and most importantly love for teaching. We ardently focus on the key areas
which are vital for children's all round development and enable them to grow into responsible global citizens with values
and virtues. Marching ahead on the road to success, powered by a truly modern philosophy of education, Doon Public School
positively holds a mirror to a bright and resplendent future, whose motto is appropriately EXCELSIOR.
School has a team of well trained 55 staff members. The teachers under the able guidance of Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak,
Principal are committed to help students reach their full potential across all key areas. Developing Future Ready
Children with Futuristic Education System, Doon Public School is creating leaders for tomorrow.
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From The Principal’s Desk
The word respect is often associated with very simple yet the most
significant feeling of appreciation, gratitude, kindness and politeness. One
is respected when one acknowledges and shows reverence to people;
places and things for what they are and stand for, without questioning
their worth in any given situation.
This seven-letter abstract noun shows the most concrete way to build
relationships and this simple action word, becomes the most coveted
adjective when it depicts an important attribute of someone's behaviour
and personality.
There is no need to wait for an extra-ordinary opportunity to practice this
very basic but the most substantial aspect of one's behaviour If we all
understand that Respect begets respect, we will never undermine the
worth of all our resources and will conserve these through judicious use;
We will value contribution of each individual who we come in contact
with directly or indirectly without asking about their background, caste,
creed or gender Every living being even the tiniest of a bird or an animal
should be given the right to live with respect.
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Respecting the diversity of beliefs, faiths and all social, cultural, religious
practices makes an individual more humane and accepted by fellow
beings.
Respect for contrasting ideas, different opinions and varied choices and
not imposing oneself or one's ideology on others is a mark of the most
respectful person.
Respectful person uses language as a mean of communication and as a
means of bonding with others and not as a tool to create a divide over
usage of languages, choice of clothes or even of food. If used loosely or
superficially this word respect can mar an individual's confidence and life
rather than adding value to one's personality.
If each one of us indulges in self-respect and mutual admiration the
landscape of this globe will have no man-made boundaries and there will
be abundance of resources and plenty of reasons to rejoice the universal
brotherhood!
Principal

Respect is a value, habit
and behaviour expressed
in so many ways that are
central to our character.
Respect is important for
our civilised, modernised
living because it moulds
us to be open and reflect
on our own values.
DR. PRIYADARSHI NAYAK Respect means that we
(M.Sc., MBA, B.Ed., Ph.D.) accept somebody for who
they are, even when
they're different from us or
we don't agree with them. It also means going
beyond the token gestures and being genuinely
respectful in thoughts, expressions and behaviour.
Family members demonstrate true meaning of
respect in everyday life in relationships,
interaction, communication, decision making,
power sharing and most importantly through role
modelling. Child's primary understanding and
learning of what respect comes from here.
Education plays a complementary and critical role
in equipping learners to understand why respect is
central to character building (that goes beyond
resume building) and how it will guide them for
life long journey. It is a tool, moral compass that
helps them navigate with dignity. It also equips
them to embrace differences, increase compassion
and empathy for others, and build multiple
perspectives, while heightening their appreciation
of every person in the world in which we live. That
is why school is the ideal place for Practicing
Respect. It is easy to respect people we like, people
we like to be around and people who like us.
However, those who have the virtue of respect
have shown that first, understanding the value of
all people, and, second, acting in a "respectful"
manner toward others is key to living this virtue.
Working collaboratively, we policy makers and
educators have planned a holistic approach where
all aspects of respect is practiced month wise, thus
fostering an environment of respect in our school.

T H E M E

O F

T H E

Y E A R

R in respect reminds us to value all we have rather than crave and cry over things out of reach!
E is to ensure that one does get the best if one gives the best to the world!
S for sure suggests us to safeguard all those who need our help irrespective of their preferences, caste, creed, gender, beliefs and
faiths!

P cautions us to preserve the values, resources and the best practices in behavior and actions!
E points at the attention, time and engagement our Elders deserve the most from us!
C calls for the collective responsibility towards society and community for sustainability of harmony and peace!
T tells that Time is precious and that its time for action and to claim respect due to our attitude rather than as an entitlement!
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admission
Admission at Doon Public School Hathras is purely based on oral interaction with the child, considering the age factor as on 1st
April of the year.

Age Criteria
The age of the child on 01st April will determine the eligibility for admission to a particular class. Age recruitment for the classes is
as follows.
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Class

Age

Pre-Nursery

3+

Nursery

4+

Prep

5+

I

6+

II

7+

III

8+

IV

9+

V

10+

VI

11+

VII

12+

VIII

13+

IX

14+

X

15+

A short-written test may be conducted wherever applicable, for the following subjectsClasses I – VI English, Mathematics
Classes VII – X English, Mathematics & Science

Steps for Registration & Admission
¤

Registration form is free of cost.

¤

Registration form for admission may be downloaded from the school website.

¤

The Registration form, duly filled in all respect, should be submitted to the school
office within 03 days from the date of collection of the form.

¤

After scrutinizing the Registration forms the parents will be informed about an oral
interaction date for their ward / wards.

¤

After the successful completion of oral interaction parents will be informed for
admission formalities.

Glorious Achievements
of Staff & Students

PROCEDURE
Documents to be submitted at the time of Admission
¤

School leaving/transfer certificate and last Report Card, in originals. Counter signed school leaving certificate for students
applying for admission to class I onwards attested by concerned educational department.

¤

SSSMID (Samagra Samajik Suraksha Mission ID) & Aadhar Card of the child are mandatory to submit.

¤

Municipal Birth Certificate, (Xerox copy mandatory) for all classes Pre-Nursery, Nursery & Prep.

¤

Two recent passport size colour photographs of the child and one each of both parents.

Note: Admission will be cancelled if any variance or misrepresentation is found in the particulars filled in the admission form and
the supporting documents at any stage. In such case, only the security deposit will be refunded.
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School Campus
Doon Public School is a Co-ed Day School. A lush green ground is also available for teachers and students. At Doon we are in
collaboration with the CBSE which has developed a unique Co-scholastic Inculcation and Assessment Module. The module is
designed to discover the uniqueness of each individual while assessing their distinctive strengths and analyzing attributes.
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Chemistry Lab
Well Equipped Chemistry Lab
The school has come up with an ECO friendly Well Equipped Chemistry Lab.

Mathematics Lab - NIIT Guru
Students learn through working different models so that
they may get a firm grab on the various concepts. The well
furnished computer systems are provided to participate in
various quizzes as well. Mathematics laboratory is a place to
enjoy mathematics through informal exploration. It is a
place where anyone who is struggling to get an answer finds
the solution.

Hi Tech Computer Lab
Doon Public School, is packed with an ECO friendly Hi-Tech
Computer Lab which offers the students to gain hand on
experience of the modern Information Technology and
acquire the practical knowledge and the applications of
modern computer science.
The labs are well maintained with Wi-Fi connectivity and are
connected to the centralised server room for smooth operation
of each computer with 24 x 7 full Power Backup.
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FUTURE READY STUDENTS OF DOON
The Environment club in Doon community is a voluntary group comprising of
students and teachers which promotes participation of students in learning about and
working towards the conservation and sustainability of their environment.

Environment Club

Health & Wellness Club in school can favorably influence the habits, attitude and
knowledge relating to an individual and community. This club can modify our
behavior towards the attainment of optimum health.

Health & Wellness Club

The mission to have Literary Club in Doon is to enhance the students’ linguistic and
writing skills to revise and restore the art of reading with passion and to give wings to
their imagination.

Literary Club

The Art Club allows all of our students to be more creative. This club allows students
who express themselves creatively. Our club allows students of all the ages to work
together and grow as artists.

Art Club

Gandhi

House

Milkha

House

Green is the color of balance,
harmony and growth

Red is the color of energy,
passion and action

“Where there is love there is life.” - Mahatma Gandhi

Growing up, I always dreamt of winning a major championship - Milkha Singh

Raman

House

Tagore

House

Yellow is the color of the
mind and the intellect

Blue is the color of
trust and responsibility

Success can come to you by courageous devotion to the
task lying in front of you - CV Raman

Depth of the friendship does not depend on
length of acquaintance - Rabindranath Tagore
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